[Daily sensation of hunger, before and after phototherapy, in subjects with depression-type seasonal affective disorder].
The present study investigates the daily pattern of hunger sensation (HS) in women affected by "seasonal affective disorder--depression type" (SAD-DT), before and after therapeutic exposure to bright light (phototherapy). The aim is to detect whether there are disorders in daily HS during the active phase of the disease which can be normalized by an effective treatment of the depressive status, via phototherapy. Volunteered for the study 4 women affected by SAD-DT, 32-58 years old (BMI: 17.8-29.6 Kg/m2); 10 clinically healthy women (CHW), 21-52 years old (BMI: 23 e 25 Kg/m2) were recruited as controls. Both of the SAD-DT patients and CHW were asked to compile the "orexigram", which was chronobiometrically analyzed by means of the 1. conventional statistical methods; 2. rhythmometric analysis; 3. spectral analysis. Before phototherapy, the SAD-DT patients were found to be characterized by an increased HS (hyperorexia), with the circadian rhythm of the orectic stimulus (OS) which is shifted in its acrophase, being prone to become "free running". After phototherapy, the SAD-DT patients were found to show a little insignificant decrease in their OS, which still maintains a delayed phase in its circadian rhythm as well as the tendency to be "free running". The pre-treatment findings suggest that the SAD-DT patients are affected by hyperorexia associated with a "phase-shift" for the circadian periodicity of their HS, which is prone to the desynchronization. Such a dyschronism reinforces the hypothesis that the SAD-DT may be pathogenetically sustained by a mechanism of "phase-shift". The post-treatment findings suggest that both the hyperorexia and dyschronism of the orectic circadian rhythm are uncorrected by the phototherapy, even though the SAD-DT patients seem to have had beneficial antidepressive effects from the therapeutic intervention. The persisting dyschronism indicates that the photic stimulus is not able to completely reset the biological clock of the suprachiasmatic nuclei, at least for the phasic modulation of the HS circadian rhythm. The orexigram, thus, could be enclosed among the clinical tools in order to assess the complete efficacy of the phototherapy in SAD-DP patients.